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In this study, we report two novel field sensing mechanisms using elliptical permalloy single layer. Using micromagnetic modeling, dual-vortex structure is observed and stabilized in elliptical permalloy single layer by applying hard bias field (along the y-axis) and vertical axis field (perpendicular to plane). During the increasing or decreasing of the hard bias field within certain range, the dual vortices would move away from or approach to each other at a constant velocity, leading to a positive correlation between the hard bias field and the vortex gap. By exploring the magnetic noise properties of the elliptical permalloy single layer under various vortex gap, the vortex gap is found to be positively correlated with both the FMR (Ferromagnetic Resonance) peak positions and the integrated thermally excited mag-noise. Therefore, the combination of the dual-vortex motion and the magnetic noise properties make it possible to measure external field (along hard bias direction) through measuring the FMR peak positions or integrated thermally mag-noise. This FMR-peak-based field sensing mechanism and integrated-noise-based field sensing introduce a simple field sensor structure with expected highest sensitivity to 1.1%/Oe and field detectable range over 1000 Oe, which is promising for potential sensor applications. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

I. INTRODUCTION

The vortex state, formed by the competition between the magnetostatic energy and exchange energy, is characterized by the closed flux domain structure. As one of the equilibrium configurations in micron- or submicron-sized ferromagnetic structures, the vortex state has been subject to intensive studies these years1–4 and demonstrates potential technological implementation in racetrack memory.5,6 The manipulation of the vortex core motion by the external field can also open up the possibility of field sensing through measuring the vortex core motion properties, which is different from the typical GMR (Giant Magnetoresistance)/TMR (Tunneling Magnetoresistance) based field sensing mechanisms.

Utilizing micromagnetic simulation in this work, we explored explicitly how the dual-vortex motion is manipulated by the hard bias field. Furthermore, since the thermally excited magnetic noise which originates from thermal fluctuations7,8 has been shown to demonstrate a close connection with the vortex motion,9 the dependence of dual-vortex motion on the magnetic noise properties characterized by the FMR (Ferromagnetic Resonance) peak position and integrated thermally excited mag-noise is also studied in detail. Interestingly, by combining the results of the above two aspects, the magnetic noise properties can be related to the hard bias field through the dual-vortex motion, which makes the hard bias field sensing possible through measuring either the FMR peak positions or the integrated thermally excited mag-noise. The sensitivity and the detectable range of these two novel field sensing mechanisms are fully investigated in this paper.

II. MICROMAGNETIC MODEL

Figure 1(a) shows the elliptical magnetic thin film structure in this study. The geometrical parameters are defined with long axis $L = 500$ nm, short axis $W = 200$ nm or 300 nm, and thickness $h = 50$ nm. The material is Ni$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$ with saturated magnetization $M_s = 860$emu/cc, exchange constant $A_{ex} = 1.3 \times 10^{-6}$ ergs/cm, and magnetocrystalline anisotropy $K = 0$. The micromagnetic simulation was conducted with the OOMMF code.10 The simulation is carried out for the time period of 100 ns with the time step of 0.02 ps. The noise power
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Dual vortex formation and thermally excited mag-noise

Previous investigation has already shown that sub-micron elliptical permalloy magnetic layer would only exhibit single vortex state or single domain structure under easy-axis bias field. However, as the external field sweeps along the hard-axis direction, a dual vortex with opposite chirality configuration forms. A relatively large bias field \( H_y \) (1000 Oe–5000 Oe) is applied perpendicular to the plane to ensure the stability of this dual vortex state. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the dual vortex cores \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) always first emerge at the elliptical edges in the 1st and 3rd quadrants, respectively, since demagnetization field in the edges is larger than the central part. Following different trajectories, the two vortex cores move to a stable state where both of them are located along the long axis symmetrically and simultaneously. Repeated hard-axis external field sweeping suggests another symmetric dual vortex formation process where the two vortex cores \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) first appear at the 2nd and 4th quadrants, respectively. Fig. 1(c) presents the stable dual vortex domain structure after this formation process. The vortex gap \( G \) is calculated as the hard bias field sweeps in Fig. 1(d). During the dual vortex formation stage “A,” the vortex gap rapidly decreases from 246 nm to 221 nm in 1 ns. During the vortex motion stage “B,” the two vortices move to opposite directions along the easy axis at a constant velocity.

During the sweeping process, the field range where the dual vortex motion occurs is defined as the detectable range. Within this field range, the magnetization along the hard axis \( M_y \) (not shown here) varies linearly with the hard-axis perpendicular field \( H_z \), in a reproducible manner. The detectable range under different perpendicular field \( H_z \) for cross section 500 \( \times \) 200 nm\(^2\) and 500 \( \times \) 300 nm\(^2\) was measured. Positive correlations are concluded between the detectable range and the hard-axis perpendicular field \( H_z \) for both cases. Meanwhile, it is found that the detectable range for relatively small area (500 \( \times \) 200 nm\(^2\)) overwhelms that for large area (500 \( \times \) 300 nm\(^2\)). This is because large cross-section area guarantees larger turn-up magnetization in the dual vortex cores compared to relatively small cross-section area, the demagnetization field in vortex cores of large cross section thus could overcome a relatively wide range of hard bias field \( H_y \). With the perpendicular field \( H_z \) (such as 5000 Oe in Fig. 2), this phenomenon becomes even more obvious.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the thermally excited mag-noise PSDs under different hard bias fields \( H_y \) for elliptical cross-section areas of 500 \( \times \) 200 nm\(^2\) and 500 \( \times \) 300 nm\(^2\), respectively. The perpendicular field \( H_z \) is maintained at 5000 Oe where the maximum detectable range is obtained. Fig. 3(a) shows that major FMR peaks exist within the range from 1.21 GHz (\( H_y = 100 \) Oe) to 2.2 GHz (\( H_y = 1100 \) Oe). When \( H_y \) is over 700 Oe, minor peaks are observed from 2.98 GHz (\( H_y = 700 \) Oe) to 4.74 GHz (\( H_y = 1100 \) Oe). The low-frequency noise rises up significantly as \( H_y \) gradually increases. Meanwhile, the low-frequency PSD exhibits a 1/f tendency for \( H_y = 900 \) Oe and 1100 Oe. It is worth noting that when \( H_y = 500 \) Oe and 700 Oe, multi-modes are activated around the major FMR peaks, which might be due to the oscillations in the vortex cores. Fig. 3(b) shows that major FMR peaks exist within the range from 1.35 GHz (\( H_y = 700 \) Oe) to 1.82 GHz (\( H_y = 100 \) Oe). Minor peaks are observed at 6.69 GHz (\( H_y = 600 \) Oe) and 6.26 GHz (\( H_y = 700 \) Oe). No 1/f tendency is observed in the low-frequency range.

B. Field sensing based on FMR major peak position

As shown in the PSDs in Fig. 3, there is correlation between the position of the major FMR peak and the hard bias field \( H_y \). The positions of all the major FMR peaks for elliptical cross section of 500 \( \times \) 200 nm\(^2\) and 500 \( \times \) 300 nm\(^2\) and for perpendicular field \( H_z = 2000 \) Oe and 5000 Oe are calculated and displayed in Fig. 4(a). It is also noted that higher perpendicular field \( H_z \) (5000 Oe) or larger cross section results in FMR peaks at higher frequencies. In all cases, the frequency of FMR peak of the thermal mag-noise increases with the hard bias field \( H_y \). The reproducible relation between FMR peak and hard bias field \( H_y \) renders a field-sensing mechanism. The magnitude of the hard-axis field \( H_y \) can be obtained by detecting the FMR peak in the PSD. The configuration of elliptical cross section of 500 \( \times \) 200 nm\(^2\) and 5000 Oe perpendicular field \( H_y \) is found to provide the widest detectable range in this study. Approximately, we relate the FMR peak positions linearly to hard bias field within small hard bias field range (50 Oe here). The expected highest sensitivity could reach 0.17%/Oe when the elliptical cross section is 500 \( \times \) 200 nm\(^2\) for a perpendicular field \( H_y = 2000 \) Oe.

C. Field sensing based on integrated low-frequency mag-noise

By integrating the low-frequency thermally excited mag-noise PSDs from 0 to 2 GHz, the relation between the...
integrated low-frequency mag-noise and hard bias field $H_z$ is obtained in Fig. 4(b). The integrated mag-noise correlates almost linearly with the hard bias field. This provides another field-sensing mechanism through detecting the integrated mag-noise. For an elliptical cross section of $500 \times 300 \text{ nm}^2$, the expected sensitivity increases from 0.56%/Oe to 1.1%/Oe as the perpendicular field $H_z$ increases from 2000 Oe to 5000 Oe. For an elliptical cross section of $500 \times 200 \text{ nm}^2$, the expected sensitivity increases from 0.31%/Oe to 0.64%/Oe as the perpendicular field $H_z$ increases from 2000 Oe to 5000 Oe. It can be observed that a stronger perpendicular field leads to the improvement in sensitivity. In addition, the increase of perpendicular field $H_z$ would significantly suppress the mag-noise, which is conducive to the improvement of signal-to-noise ratio of the devices. It is suggested that the elliptical cross section with $500 \times 300 \text{ nm}^2$ and 5000 Oe perpendicular field provides the optimized configuration with relatively low mag-noise while maintaining highest sensitivity.

D. Comparison with conventional magnetoresistive sensors

The conventional GMR or TMR magnetic field sensors consist of multilayer thin films which require multiple sputtering sources. This kind of single-layer dual-vortex-based magnetic sensor would need one sputtering source, greatly simplifying the fabrication process and equipment. Fig. 5 shows the schematic illustration of this elliptical single-layer field sensor. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the hard bias axis of the sensor is configured along the external field in the $x$-$y$ plane. The readout can be conducted through the electrodes connecting with the sensor. Fig. 5(b) shows the structure of the sensor and the electrodes in the $x$-$z$ plane. The data of the FMR and the integrated mag-noise can be extracted from the noise analyzer.

Recently, GMR$^{15}$ and TMR$^{16}$ sensors have reached sensitivity level of around 6%/Oe and 10%/Oe, respectively, while their detectable range is less than 100 Oe. The large detectable range (higher than 1000 Oe) for the dual-vortex-based field sensing mechanisms becomes an obvious advantage, while it can provide a modest sensitivity of around 1.1%/Oe. There are no straightforward means to manipulate the sensing range, sensitivity, and signal-to-noise ratio of GMR or TMR sensors without experimenting laboriously with different materials and fabrication parameters.$^{17–19}$ The performance of this dual-vortex-based field sensing mechanism with a single elliptical magnetic layer, on the opposite, can be directly controlled through two parameters in a relatively predictable manner. Its sensing range can be varied by the short axis/long axis ratio while its sensitivity can be determined by both its short axis/long axis ratio and perpendicular bias field $H_z$. Its signal-to-noise ratio can be enhanced by increasing the perpendicular bias field $H_z$ which suppresses the thermally excited mag-noise. Both the short axis/long axis ratio and perpendicular bias field $H_z$ can be easily adjusted in the actual fabrication and application of the devices to achieve the desired sensing performance.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we explore the formation and the motion of dual vortex cores in elliptical magnetic layer at micron-level using micromagnetic simulation. FMR-peak-based field sensing mechanism and integrated-noise-based field sensing mechanism are proposed and studied. This dual-vortex-based approach offers the advantage over the traditional magnetoresistive magnetic field sensors that its sensing performance including sensing range, sensitivity, and signal-to-noise ratio can be easily controlled by varying the short axis/long axis ratio and perpendicular bias field $H_z$. Moreover, since it only involves a single layer, its fabrication process and equipment would be much simpler.
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